Simple answers are given to the following and related questions: For what Hubert space operator A is it true that the smallest ideal (alternatively, the smallest norm ideal, the smallest maximal norm ideal) containing A is a norm (an intermediate norm, a principal norm) ideal? Do these ideals support a nontrivial unitary invariant positive linear functional?
INTRODUCTION
Let %? be an infinite dimensional separable complex Hubert space. By operators we shall mean bounded linear transformations of %f into itself.
Their algebra is denoted by 3 §(%f), while JPffl) is the algebra of all compact operators. By an ideal we mean a two-sided ideal in (unless otherwise stated) &{&).
Definition. We say that the function / from the ideal J2-into C is a trace on J" if In other words a trace is a positive unitary invariant linear (p.u.l.) functional. We note that (ii) is equivalent to the usual requirement that f(AX) = f(XA) for A g â8(%?) and le/, since every operator is a linear combination of unitary operators. Sometimes it is included in the definition of a trace that X > 0 and f(X) = 0 implies X = 0 ( / is faithful) or even (instead of (iii)) that its value is 1 on every rank 1 projection. As usual, we denote this classical trace on the ideal ,9~(ßf) of finite rank operators by "tr." If A G S£(%?) we write y (A) for the principal ideal generated by A . Later we shall introduce JV(A) as the principal norm ideal generated by A , i.e. the smallest norm ideal containing A (see Lemma 5) , and ,£(A) as the maximal norm ideal containing yy(A) as a closed subspace. The results of this paper can be summarized in the following two theorems:
Theorem IRR. For a compact operator A, the following conditions are equivalent: In particular, no principal ideal is a separable norm ideal [4] or an intermediate norm ideal. Notice that if A is not in the trace class, then all the above conditions (a), ... , (k) are equivalent. To avoid confusion we note that the class of principal norm ideals strictly contains the class of those principal ideals which are norm ideals (see Theorem IRR).
Principal ideals
Which ideals support a nontrivial trace? We give the answer here for the class of principal ideals and certain norm ideals related to them. If A g SVffl), we write y (A) for the principal ideal generated by A . In general we denote by an the nth member of a sequence a, («=1,2,...).
So, for example, if A G JVffi), then s (A) is the sequence of s-numbers of A [2] ; that is sn(A) is the nth eigenvalue of the square root of A* A counted in a decreasing order according to multiplicités. We find it convenient to write S for the sequence of partial sums of s: Sn = ¿Z,"=is¡-We split 5f(ß?)\{f)} into three disjoint classes (r., n., e.) by the following:
Definition. Let 5 be a nonincreasing sequence of nonnegative numbers for which sx > 0. We say that 5 is (r.) regular if Sn -0(nsn) (n -» oo) [2] , (i.) irregular if it is not regular, (n.) nuclear if ^2sn < oo , (e.) eccentric if it is irregular but not nuclear.
We call a nonzero operator A G 3? (H) regular (irregular, nuclear, eccentric) if s (A) is regular (irregular, nuclear, eccentric resp.). Proof. The equivalence of (i) and (ii) follows from the obvious relation s2n-+ sn -sn -+ sn
We leave the rest of the proof to the reader, hinting only that S is a concave sequence.
Note that nuclearity implies irregularity and that (na)°^=x is regular if -1 < a < 0 but is eccentric if a = -1. Also, there are regular as well as eccentric sequences outside of \Jp<00l". for every positive integer n with some constant K.
For the "if part we note that
so the construction of the J^'s and F.'s is easy through partial isometries. We refer to [2] for the proof of the following lemma:
Lemma 3. If A g ^f(^) and P is an arbitrary orthogonal projection with rank P < n , then \Xr(AP)\<Sn(AP)<Sn(A). (2), and by the concavity of the sequence S(A). Let Pk(B) = Ekn (B) and 4>(B) = (j>p(B)(B). Obviously r/3 is a positive unitary invariant nonlinear map from ¿7(A) into /°° . If n denotes the factor map from /°°o nto l°°/c0 then put xp = n o <j>p where it is defined and let x = n o (p\^f(A). It is clear that x is unitary invariant and, since 4> and n are positive, so is x . We claim that x is even linear.
Definition. For two sequences P and R of orthogonal projections, let us say that R is tied to P if Pk < Rk and the rank of Rk is at most three times the rank of Pk (k = 1 ,2, ... ).
We need the following result:
Lemma 4. If B & J"(A) and R is tied to P(B), then xR(B) = x(B).
Proof. Let r be such that B g ^r(A) and suppose that k > r. Then
by Lemmas 3 and 2 and by (2) . This proves Lemma 4.
Let Bx and B2 be two arbitrary elements of J2'(A) and put 53 = 5, + B7.
Let Rk be the orthogonal projection onto the span of (Jj=] ffîkn (B() (k = 1,2,...). Then R is tied to P(Bj) (i = 1,2,3), so x(Bi) = x^BJ (i = 1,2,3) by the above lemma. But 4>R is clearly linear and so is xR . Consequently x(B3) = xR(B3) = xR(Bx ) + rR(B2) = x(Bx ) + x(B2), so x is additive.
It is also homogeneous by the obvious homogeneity of 4>. So x is a p.u.l. map, which proves our claim. Now, to conclude the proof of the "if part we note that t(|^|) = 7t (1,1,1,. ..). Let p be any nontrivial positive linear functional on /°° with c0 c kerp (for example any Banach limit will do). Then f = po(f) = qox for some positive linear functional q, so / is a trace and f(\A\)=p(l,l,l,...)>0. 
Remark 1. If A is eccentric, then (v) of Lemma 1 is satisfied by some (nk).
We can even assume (replace (nk) with a subsequence if necessary) that Skn / S(k+X)n -* 0 (A: -> oo). Then it is easy to construct a sequence of complex numbers (yn) such that \yn\ = 1 and x(diag(snyn)) = an arbitrary element in the unit ball of /°°/c0 given in advance. So x maps <f(Ä) onto /°°/c0 . Remark 2. Condition (iii) of Lemma 1 was used in [5] for constructing unitary invariant ideals in Jfffi) which are not ideals in ^?(X). The existence of a nontrivial p.u.l. functional on ¿fu(A), the smallest unitary invariant ideal in Jí(^) containing A, was a side product of the construction. Now the situation is reversed, since Theorem 1 implies the theorem of [5] even without the assumption that 0 < A :
Corollary 1. If A is eccentric then J~U(A) ^ S (A).
Proof. If A is eccentric then we can assume that x is onto. Then for any nontrivial q G (l°° /c0)* with q(x(A)) = 0, we have that y (A) ^ kerq o x D <fu(A). Indeed, for the inclusion it is enough to show that KJ?(A) and U*AU are contained in kerq o x for every compact K and unitary U . Now S(X) = 0(S(A)) and s(KX) = o(s(X)) if K is compact [1] ; so, by an elementary argument S(KX) = o(S(A)) if X e S (A) and consequently X{&\7{A) = y(A)J^ (^) is contained in the kernel of x . Also, qox(U* AU) = qox(A) = 0 . The proof is complete.
Norm ideals
In this section we assume that the reader is familiar with the basic results about norm ideals (we refer to chapter III of [2] ). Let Cq denote the positive part of cQ . For a nonincreasing sequence / G c^ with tx = \ , define on 3Z(%f) the functional || ¡|r by 11*11,. = sup S-4ŵ
here Tn = £" t. and let S^T = {X:Xe 3T{ßf), ||*||r < oo}. ^T is a norm ideal (called the Gohberg-Krein norm ideal) with the norm || ||r . We introduce the following notations:
II \\a = II IU(/))/|M|| ' *n(A) = ™s(A)/\\a\\
for an arbitrary nonzero compact operator A where .9r(^) is the ideal of finite rank operators, c\A is the closure operation with respect to || \\A and d(X) = limsupn Sn(X)/Sn(A) (see [2] ). The following lemma entitles us to call yV(A) the principal norm ideal generated by A . Lemma 6. Let s be a nonincreasing irregular sequence in c0 \{0} . Then there exists a nonincreasing sequence t such that T = 0(S) (Tn -J2" i;) but t jí 0(s). Moreover, ij' J2S" = °° > men l can be chosen so that T = o(S).
Proof. Let (nk) be such an increasing sequence for which Sn > 3 nksn and for which S" > 2S" in case Y>" = oo (k = 2,3, ...). Put T = 5* (1 -
) and extend T linearly between neighboring nks. \f ^Sn = r < oo , we have that s" < r3~ In. and /" > 2~ S In. > s,/2 n, . If V\ = oo then 
